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Since the discovery of the pseudocapacitive behavior in RuO2 by Sergio Trasatti and Giovanni Buzzanca in
1971, materials with pseudocapacitance have been regarded as promising candidates for high-power
energy storage. Pseudocapacitance-involving energy storage is predominantly based on faradaic redox
reactions, but at the same time the charge storage is not limited by solid-state ion diﬀusion. Besides the
search for pseudocapacitive materials, their implementation into non-aqueous hybrid capacitors stands
for the strategy to increase power density by a rational design of the battery structure. Composed of a
battery-type anode and a capacitor-type cathode, such devices show great promise to integrate the
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1.

mental importance for establishing electric vehicles on a mass scale. Therefore, from the perspective of
materials and battery design, understanding the basics and the recent developments of pseudocapacitive
materials and non-aqueous hybrid capacitors is of great importance. With this goal in mind, we introduce
here the fundamentals of pseudocapacitance and non-aqueous hybrid capacitors. In addition, we provide
an overview of the latest developments in this fast growing research ﬁeld.

Introduction

In light of the rising environmental issues, developing benign
sustainable energy storage technologies has become a global
priority. Reflecting its importance, massive eﬀorts from the
academic as well as from the industry side have been devoted
to the development of Li-ion battery (LIB) technology over the
years.1,2 From microchips to electric vehicles (EVs), LIBs have
been tremendously successful as an eﬃcient power source.3
Particularly, the role of LIBs in enabling the replacement of
fossil-fuelled vehicles by EVs was highlighted in order to
reduce the consumption of oil resources and the generation of
CO2 gases.2 However, to achieve a leap-forward development in
the field of LIBs several challenges have to be overcome.
Extensive eﬀorts have also been devoted to developing postLi-ion-battery technologies such as Li–metal batteries,4,5 Li–S
batteries,6,7 and Li–O2 batteries7,8 mainly to boost the energy
density of rechargeable batteries. However, also power density
remains a technological issue. Recently, Cui et al. highlighted the
importance of fast-charging technologies for the further promotion of EVs.9 In fact, when energy density is improved (while
keeping the power density constant), also the charging time is
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prolonged (E = Pt, where E, P, and t correspond to energy, power,
and time, respectively). As shown in Fig. 1a, the recharge time of
EVs is on the order of tens of hours, almost 200 times longer
than the refueling time of a gasoline car. The extremely long
charging time of EVs poses a serious barrier for a wider market
penetration. The fastest recharge rate achieved by Tesla vehicles
is 120 kW, enabling a charging time of 30 min for 200 miles.9
However, compared to the quick refuelling experience (ca. 2 min)
of conventional vehicles, this charging capability is still far
behind the satisfactory level for the customers. Time is precious
in the rush of modern life. High power conversion capability
means saving a great amount of time. Flash charging technology
will become an attractive feature of EVs and other energy storage
devices, significantly strengthening their position in the market.
In fact, developing rechargeable batteries with both high energy
density and high power output has become one of the main challenges on the way to advanced energy storage devices.
In this review, mainly two topics will be addressed: (i)
exploration of high-rate electrode materials, and (ii) rational
design of the battery structure.
Regarding the first aspect, electrode materials with pseudocapacitive behaviour turned out to be particularly promising,
because they are able to bridge the gap between a capacitor
and a conventional battery electrode material. The charge
storage mechanism is based either on surface/near-surface faradaic processes or on the fast ion intercalation into tunnels or
layers of a redox-active material.10
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Fig. 1 (a) Refuelling time and charging time of a gasoline car and an electric vehicle, respectively. (b) Elemental abundance in the Earth’s crust.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 16. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.

Concerning the rational design of battery structures, eﬀorts
have been put into the development of hybrid capacitors, in
which a battery-type electrode is combined with a capacitortype electrode to overcome the energy density limitation of
conventional electrochemical capacitors.11,12 When mentioning hybrid capacitors, two systems are usually involved, i.e.,
aqueous hybrid capacitors and non-aqueous hybrid capacitors.
Non-aqueous hybrid capacitors using a non-aqueous electrolyte usually have a higher energy density than aqueous ones
due to the high operating voltage.12–15 Accordingly, this minireview mainly focuses on non-aqueous systems.
In spite of the progress, which has been made towards
high-power energy storage devices, the rapid development of
EVs and advanced smart phones has massively accelerated the
need for fast charging technologies. Thus, exploration of novel
pseudocapacitive materials in combination with advanced
non-aqueous hybrid capacitors with high power density and
high energy density remains in the focus of academic and
industrial research.
On the other side, the increasing market share of electronic
devices and EVs/hybrid EVs has put Li production under
pressure. Not only is the abundance of Li on the earth quite
limited (only about 20 ppm in the earth’s crust,16 Fig. 1b), but
the export policies of the corresponding countries can vary
quickly.16,17 Na-ion batteries (NIBs), although under investigation
since the 1970s and thus as long as LIBs, almost disappeared in
the following three decades, because most of the eﬀorts were
devoted to the development of LIBs. However, the cost per kW h
of energy that Na can provide is much lower than that of Li,
moving NIBs back into the centre of interest, especially for largescale applications.16–18 Unfortunately, the large ionic radius of
Na usually leads to sluggish ion diﬀusion kinetics, considerably
hampering the development of electrode materials with not only
high energy density, but also good rate capability.19 Thus, on the
way to high-performance NIBs, suitable electrode materials with
favorable ion storage kinetics have to be found.
Our minireview focuses on pseudocapacitive materials and
non-aqueous hybrid capacitors for high-power Li+/Na+ storage.
The content is divided into two sections. First, the theoretical
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background of pseudocapacitance and non-aqueous hybrid
capacitors is discussed. Second, based on selected examples
rather than an exhaustive literature survey we provide a general
overview of the recent advances in pseudocapacitive materials
and non-aqueous hybrid capacitors.

2. Pseudocapacitance
2.1.

Basics of pseudocapacitance

Regarding power density, electric double-layer capacitors
(EDLCs) possess a number of desirable properties compared to
conventional batteries, including charging within seconds and
long-term cycling stability. EDLCs have met with great interest
since the first patent was released by General Electric in
1957.10,20 Due to their extremely high power density, which
can be up to 10 times that of rechargeable batteries, this type
of devices has been successfully applied in many fields such
as computer memory backup power, load lifting equipment,
LED flash devices and so on.21,22 Electrostatic double layer
charge storage in EDLCs generally occurs through the adsorption of electrolyte ions onto the surfaces of electrode materials
with no faradaic reactions involved. High-surface-area carbon
materials are often identified to behave in this manner due to
their large amount of surface adsorption sites and extraordinary high electronic conductivity. However, due to the confinement to the electrode surface area, the energy densities of
commercial EDLCs are limited to 3–6 W h kg−1,10 which are
far below those of batteries (100–200 W h kg−1 for commercial
LIBs). In this context, merging the merits of both EDLCs and
rechargeable batteries represents a promising pathway to highpower and high-energy electrode materials.
In the 1990s, Conway and co-workers proposed the concept
of pseudocapacitance.23,24 Energy storage involving pseudocapacitance, which relies predominantly on faradaic redox reactions, while the charge storage is not limited by solid-state ion
diﬀusion, occupies a middle ground between EDLCs and batteries.25 Generally, pseudocapacitance can be classified into
three types:10 (i) monolayer adsorption pseudocapacitance, (ii)
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Fig. 2 Diﬀerent types of reversible redox mechanisms that give rise to pseudocapacitance: (a) monolayer adsorption pseudocapacitance (underpotential deposition), (b) surface redox pseudocapacitance, and (c) intercalation pseudocapacitance. Reproduced with permission from ref. 20.
Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.

surface redox pseudocapacitance and (iii) intercalation pseudocapacitance (Fig. 2).
The origin of monolayer adsorption pseudocapacitance
mainly comes from the reversible surface electrochemisorption
(Fig. 2a). A typical example is the deposition of Pb on Au.26
Due to the stronger interaction of Pb–Au compared with that
of Pb–Pb in crystalline Pb metal, Pb can be deposited onto Au
more easily than onto itself.26 Such a process is also referred
to as underpotential deposition.
Surface redox pseudocapacitance occurs when alkali ions
are electrochemically adsorbed onto the surface or near the
surface of the electrode materials through charge-transfer processes (Fig. 2b). RuO2 was the first material found to demonstrate surface redox pseudocapacitive behavior. In 1971,
Trasatti and Buzzanca discovered that the cyclic voltammogram (CV) curves of hydrous RuO2 were rectangular in shape,
which is a characteristic feature of a capacitor. However, the
charge storage processes (storage of protons in this case) in
RuO2 were found to be of faradaic nature.27 Subsequent
studies revealed that the pseudocapacitive charge storage behavior of RuO2 was a combination of the following factors: (a)
the redox behavior of Ru4+, (b) the high electronic conductivity
of RuO2, (c) short diﬀusion distances due to the large “outer
surface” and (d) the large structural-water-induced “inner
surface” in the porous hydrous RuO2.28,29
Intercalation pseudocapacitance arises, when the intercalation/deintercalation processes are not kinetically limited by
the slow solid-state diﬀusion of the alkali ions in the crystal
structure of the electrode materials on the time scale of interest (Fig. 2c). Compared with surface redox pseudocapacitance,
which only occurs on or near the electrode surface, intercalation pseudocapacitance exists in the bulk.30 A clear example is
the pseudocapacitance in T-Nb2O5.30 Through investigation of
the electrochemical features of T-Nb2O5, Dunn and co-workers
proved that the crystal structure of T-Nb2O5 allowed pathways
for ion transport with low energy barriers and only negligible
changes of the lattice constants during intercalation of Li+ into

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

T-Nb2O5 when operating within a voltage window of 1.2–3.0 V.31,32
The CV measurements showed that the current was linearly proportional to the voltage sweep rate, and the capacity did not vary
significantly with charging time even for bulk material. They
demonstrated that for charging times as fast as 1 min, there were
still no diﬀusion limitations in bulk T-Nb2O5.
2.2.

Identification of pseudocapacitance

The charge storage in pseudocapacitive materials is faradaic in
origin as in battery-type materials,33–35 although dQ/dV (Q and
V represent charge and potential, respectively) derived from
the charging/discharging curves corresponds to a capacitive behavior.13 Owing to the non-diﬀusion controlled ion storage processes, pseudocapacitive materials usually show higher rate capability than battery-type materials. Identification of pseudocapacitance can be carried out through the investigation of electrochemical features characteristic for pseudocapacitive materials
using two techniques: (i) galvanostatic charge/discharge curves
and (ii) potentiodynamic sweep CV measurements. Additionally,
also phase transitions have to be considered. These three aspects
will be discussed in the following sections.
2.2.1. Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves. The energy
storage of EDLCs involves ion adsorption at the surface of the
electrode without any redox reactions. The stored charge Qc for
EDLCs is a linear function of the potential diﬀerence ΔU:
Qc ¼ CΔU

ð1Þ

where the capacitance C is an intrinsic property of EDLCs,
which can be described as:
C ¼ εr ε0 A=d

ð2Þ

εr, ε0, A, and d correspond to the dielectric constant of the electrolyte, the dielectric constant of the vacuum, the charge separation distance, and the electrode surface area, respectively.
Accordingly, the profile of the voltage versus capacity for
EDLCs has a nearly linear shape (Fig. 3a).36 Pseudocapacitive
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Fig. 3 Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves for diﬀerent types of electrode materials. (a) Carbon-based EC material. Reproduced with permission
from ref. 36. Copyright 2017, Electrochemical Society. (b) Pseudocapacitive KxMnO2. Reproduced with permission from ref. 37. Copyright 2016,
American Chemical Society. (c) Battery-type LiFePO4. Reproduced with permission from ref. 38. Copyright 2001, Electrochemical Society.

materials exhibit nearly linear charge/discharge profiles
without pronounced plateaus, which is analogous to the
capacitive behavior (Fig. 3b). Note that the figure demonstrates
the relationship between the potential and the time t. Because
the measurement was performed at a constant current i, and
Qc = it, the figure also indicates the correlation between the
potential and the stored charge.37 According to eqn (1), the
capacitance can be estimated based on the slope of the
charge/discharge profiles, i.e., C = dQc/dΔU. In contrast,
typical battery electrode materials demonstrate distinct charge/
discharge potential plateaus related to the phase transformations (Fig. 3c).38 Therefore, the quasi-linear relationship
between capacity and voltage is a distinct electrochemical
feature of pseudocapacitive materials when compared with
typical battery-type materials.
2.2.2. Potentiodynamic sweep CV measurements. In
response to potential scanning during CV measurements, the
capacitive current ic for EDLCs usually follows:
ic ¼ dQ=dt ¼ CdU=dt ¼ Cv

ð3Þ

C is capacitance and v is voltage sweep rate. The capacitance
hereby can be evaluated according to C = ic/v. Due to the
potential-independent capacitance, the capacitive current ic is
also potential-independent, resulting in a rectangular shape of

the CV curves for EDLCs (Fig. 4a).39 On the other hand,
battery-type materials show prominent and clearly separated
peaks associated with the redox reactions involved in charge
storage (Fig. 4c).40 Behavior in between these two extremes
indicates the presence of pseudocapacitance (Fig. 4b).41 Here
it should be emphasized that materials with CV curves containing intense and clearly separated oxidative and reductive
peaks should be classified as battery-type materials instead of
pseudocapacitive ones.25
Dunn and co-workers demonstrated that CV analysis can be
further used to estimate the current contribution from pseudocapacitance through an appropriate experimental design.10,42
In fact, one can quantitatively separate the contributions from
capacitive eﬀects (fast surface/near-surface redox reactions or
fast ion insertion) and slow diﬀusion-controlled processes
through analyzing the dependence of the CV curves on the
sweep rates. In CV measurements, the current response at a
fixed potential (i(V)) can be expressed as the sum of the
current contributions from the capacitive eﬀects (ic) and the
diﬀusion-controlled insertion reactions (id):42
iðVÞ ¼ ic þ id

ð4Þ

According to eqn (3), ic is proportional to the sweep rate v
(ic ∝ v). On the other hand, the contribution of the current id

Fig. 4 Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves for diﬀerent types of electrode materials. (a) Carbon-based EC material. Reproduced with permission
from ref. 39. Copyright 2013, Elsevier. (b) Pseudocapacitive MnO2. Reproduced with permission from ref. 41. Copyright 1999, Elsevier. (c) Batterytype LiFePO4. Reproduced with permission from ref. 40. Copyright 2011, Electrochemical Society.
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from the diﬀusion-limited processes is proportional to the
square root of the voltage scan rate v according to the Rendle–
Sevcik equation,43 i.e., id ∝ v1/2. Therefore, eqn (4) can be transformed into:
iðVÞ ¼ k1 v þ k2 v 1=2

ð5Þ

where k1v and k2v1/2 characterize the capacitive and the
diﬀusion-limited contributions at a given potential. Eqn (5)
can be rearranged by dividing both sides by v1/2, resulting in:
iðV Þ=v 1=2 ¼ k1 v 1=2 þ k2

ð6Þ

k1 and k2 can be determined by plotting i(V)/v1/2 versus v1/2.
This analysis enables the quantitative determination of the
relative contributions of the capacitive processes in the total
stored charge.
Besides, in CV curves the peak current ip also obeys a power
law relationship with the sweep rate v described as:
ip ¼ av

b

ð7Þ

Q ¼ Qc þ Qd

ð8Þ

Here, a and b are adjustable parameters.30,42 The parameter
b is determined by the slope of ln(v)–ln(i) plots. When b = 0.5,
the peak current is proportional to the square root of the
sweep rate (v1/2), indicating a diﬀusion-controlled faradaic
process. At the other end, b = 1 represents a fully capacitive
charge storage behavior, i.e., no diﬀusion limit. A typical
example is the study of the pseudocapacitive eﬀects of TiO2 by
Dunn et al.42 Capacitive contributions of 55%, 35%, and 15%
of the total lithium-ion storage were calculated for 7, 10, and
30 nm particle sizes, respectively, through the above CV analysis (Fig. 5a and b). In addition, b-values for the 10 nm TiO2

ð9Þ

According to eqn (1), the capacitive contribution Qc is independent of the sweep rate v. The Qc value can be obtained at
an infinite potential sweep rate (v → ∞), i.e., Qc = Qv=∞. On the
other hand, Qd follows:
Qd ¼ id t

ð10Þ

where t represents the sweep time and follows:
t ¼ ΔU=v
−1

Eqn (7) can be further transformed to:
lnðip Þ ¼ ln a þ b ln v

film were in the range of 0.8–1.0 at potentials higher or lower
than the peak potential, indicating that the current is predominantly capacitive (Fig. 5c) at these potentials.
Another method based on the relation between capacity Q
and scan rate v, which was developed by Ardizzone et al.,44 is
also suitable to diﬀerentiate capacitive and diﬀusion-controlled processes. The total stored charge Q can be separated
into two parts, i.e., the capacitive contribution Qc and the
diﬀusion-controlled contribution Qd:

ð11Þ
−1

Therefore, t is proportional to v (t ∝ v ). As mentioned
above, id contributed by the diﬀusion-limited processes is proportional to the square root of the sweep rate v (id ∝ v−2).
Combining eqn (10) with eqn (9), it can be concluded that the
stored charge Qd is expected to be limited by v−1/2.
Accordingly, eqn (9) can be converted into:
Q ¼ Qv¼1 þ kv 1=2

ð12Þ
−1/2

, Qv=∞ can be
where k is a constant. By plotting Q versus v
obtained after extrapolating the linear fit to v−1/2 = 0. Hence,
the pseudocapacitance-contributed capacity Qv=∞, which is
independent of the scan rate v can be determined. An example
is the kinetic analysis of the electrochemical behavior of mesoporous single-crystal-like TiO2@graphene nanocomposite

Fig. 5 (a–c) CV analyses of TiO2 ﬁlms. Reproduced with permission from ref. 42. Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society. (a) Voltammetric
response (0.5 mV s−1) for 7 nm, 10 nm and 30 nm TiO2 ﬁlms. (b) Comparison of the capacitive contributions in TiO2 nanoparticle ﬁlms (0.5 mV s−1
sweep rate). (c) b-Values for the 10 nm ﬁlm. (d) Plot of capacity vs. v−1/2 to separate diﬀusion-controlled and capacitive-controlled contributions in a
mesoporous single-crystal-like TiO2@graphene nanocomposite. Reproduced with permission from ref. 45. Copyright 2017, American Chemical
Society.
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reported by Wu, Lu and co-workers.45 Utilizing this method,
the authors declared that 68% of the total charge achieved by
the nanocomposite is contributed from the capacitive process.
2.2.3. Phase transitions. Galvanostatic charge/discharge
curves and potentiodynamic sweep CV measurements are able
to provide helpful information for the identification of pseudocapacitive materials. However, the definition of pseudocapacitance is still an object of divergent views.46 Brousse et al. insist
that the original definition of pseudocapacitive materials
should be strictly abided by.13 A clear example is MnO2.
Though faradaic in nature, MnO2 displays a quasi-rectangular
CV response without any redox peaks as it is observed for a
typical capacitive electrode like carbon. On the other side,
Dunn et al. presented a less restrictive definition that covers a
broader behavior.10 In this case, the CV features should
present a shape that “is rectangular and if peaks are present,
they are broad and exhibit a small peak-to-peak voltage separation”.10 However, independent of the definition of pseudocapacitance, a quasi-rectangular shape of the CV response is
always involved. In this context, it is important to note that
materials with phase transitions during electrochemical processes should not be considered as intercalation pseudocapacitive materials. The reason is that such phase transitions
most often result in discharge plateaus. According to the definition by Conway, “pseudocapacitance arises when the extent
of reaction, Q, is some continuous function of potential, V, so
that the derivative, dQ/dV, arises that has the properties of a
capacitance”.47 With discharge plateaus involved, these
materials exhibit non-constant capacitance over its operational
potential range, which deviates from the definition of pseudocapacitance as mentioned above. At the same time we have to
keep in mind that small particles can lead to more favorable
ion diﬀusion kinetics and even first-order phase transitions
can be eﬃciently suppressed in small crystals, which might be
attributed to the unfavorable formation of nucleation sites in
confined spaces.48 As an example, bulk MoS2 is a typical
battery-type material with multiple phase transitions during
lithiation and delithiation. Tolbert et al. found that in nanosized MoS2 (average particle size of 22 nm) the phase changes
were suppressed, resulting in pseudocapacitive characteristics.48 Similar observations were made for nano-sized
MoO2,49 TiS2,50 and LiCoO2.51 Such materials, which show
conventional battery behavior in the bulk, but pseudocapacitive feature on the nanoscale, have been termed “extrinsic” pseudocapacitive.51 Table 1 presents an overview of some
typical examples of intrinsic and extrinsic pseudocapacitive
materials reported in the literature.
Consequently, identification of pseudocapacitance in electrode materials should be based on electrical and electrochemical considerations. Capacitor-like features shown in galvanostatic charge/discharge curves and in potentiodynamic sweep
CV measurements are not suﬃcient proof for pseudocapacitance.
Possible phase transitions within the voltage window also have to
be taken into account. Only if dQ/dV is a constant value within
the entire operating voltage window or approaches a constant
value, can the material be described as pseudocapacitive.
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Table 1 Summary of some typical intrinsic and extrinsic pseudocapacitive materials

Intrinsic
pseudoapacitive
materials

Extrinsic
pseudocapacitive
materials

Materials

Operating voltage window

RuO2 28

0–1 V vs. saturated
calomel electrode (SCE)
-0.2–1 V vs. SCE
1.5–4.8 V vs. Li/Li+
1.2–3 V vs. Li/Li+
-0.2–0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl
3–4.2 V vs. Li/Li+
0.8–3 V vs. Li/Li+
1.1–3 V vs. Li/Li+
1.5–3 V vs. Li/Li+

MnO2 41
LiFeTiO4 52
T-Nb2O5 30
Ti3C2Tx MXene53
LiCoO2 54
MoS2 55
MoO2 49
TiS2 50

3. Non-aqueous hybrid capacitors
In comparison to EDLCs, rechargeable batteries oﬀer a high
energy density, but a low power density, meaning that it can
take hours to recharge after they are empty.51 This is because
their energy storage mechanisms are based on faradaic chemical reactions, which are sluggish. Thus, recharging at high
current rates will lead to rapid capacity fading with permanent
damage to the battery. On the other hand, EDLCs, which store
charges on the surfaces by forming electrical double layers, are
distinguished from other types of electrochemical energy
storage devices by short charging times and the ability to
deliver significantly high power.56 However, the limitation of
EDLCs is their low energy density.51 The energy limitations of
electrical double layer capacitors can be reduced by combining
the advantages of batteries and EDLCs in hybrid capacitors.57
The concept of hybrid capacitor was introduced more than
10 years ago. In 2001, Pasquier, Zheng and colleagues
assembled a non-aqueous hybrid capacitor using activated
carbon as the cathode, nanostructured Li4Ti5O12 as the anode,
and 1 M LiPF6 in a 2 : 1 volume ratio of ethylene carbonate
(EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) as the electrolyte. The
asymmetric hybrid cell achieved 90% capacity at 10C charge/
discharge rate and 10–15% capacity loss after 5000 cycles. As
shown in Fig. 6, a typical non-aqueous hybrid capacitor is composed of a battery-type anode with faradaic energy storage
mechanism and a capacitor-type cathode involving. Upon charging, the anode undergoes lithium/sodium ion insertion,
whereas the cathode involves electrostatic double layer charge
storage processes with anions (e.g., PF6−, ClO4−). During discharging, Li/Na-ion de-insertion occurs in the anode and desorption of anions takes place in the cathode.58 As a result, the
device stores charge through faradaic processes by Li+/Na+
insertion/de-insertion in the anode together with a reversible
adsorption/desorption of anions on the surface of the cathode.
The combined eﬀects provide an opportunity to enhance the
energy density and power capability within one device.57 When
the battery-type electrode is a Li- or Na-intercalating phase,
these systems are also referred to as Li- or Na ion hybrid
capacitors (LICs/NICs).59
However, it is important to remember that the faradaic reactions are much more sluggish than the non-faradaic ones and
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Fig. 6

Schematic conﬁgurations for a typical battery (left), a typical non-aqueous hybrid capacitor (middle) and a typical capacitor (right).

that the charge storage capability of capacitor-type materials
falls behind that of battery-type materials. Therefore, the main
challenge in LICs/NICs research is to counteract the imbalance
of kinetics and capacity between the faradaic anode and the
non-faradaic capacitive cathode.60 In section 5, we will present
several examples, how the advantages of batteries and EDLCs
can eﬃciently be combined by developing suitable electrode
materials.

4. Recent advancements in
pseudocapacitive materials for
high-power Li+/Na+ storage
4.1

Minireview

Surface redox pseudocapacitive materials

Pseudocapacitive materials for high-power Li+/Na+ storage can
be divided into the two families of surface redox and intercalation pseudocapacitive materials. For surface redox pseudocapacitive materials, electrochemical reactions are more likely
to occur on or near the surface of the electrode materials.
Thus, these reactions are not diﬀusion (into the particles) controlled, leading to a high power density. Moreover, surface
redox pseudocapacitive materials can show intrinsic and
extrinsic pseudocapacitance. As an example for intrinsic
surface redox pseudocapacitance, RuO2 exhibits pseudocapacitive features for a wide range of particle sizes and morphologies.10 In 2007, Dunn et al. found that by engineering
TiO2 (anatase) at the nanoscale, the contribution of pseudocapacitance increased with the reduction of the average size of
the nanoparticles.42 They proved that the diﬀusion-controlled
lithium intercalation processes could be replaced by surface
reactions, which are non-diﬀusion controlled, with decreasing
size of the nanoparticles. The study suggested that surface
redox pseudocapacitance could be introduced through downsizing of the particles, known as extrinsic pseudocapacitance.
Dou et al. tested the combination of rGO with MnO,61 which
turned out to exhibit increasing surface redox pseudocapacitive eﬀects with decreasing particle size of MnO.
Embedding of the MnO nanoparticles in between two layers of
rGO, the sandwich structure achieved an unprecedented rate

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

capability (331.9 mA h g−1 at 10 mA cm−2, 379 mA h g−1 after
4000 cycles at 3.75 mA cm−2) with outstanding cycling stability. Other research results on surface redox pseudocapacitive
materials harnessing the decreased particle size include ultrasmall MoC nanoparticles@nitrogen-doped porous carbon62 or
5 nm MnO nanocrystals-graphene composite.63
In addition to particle size, morphological design plays
another important role in improving the surface redox pseudocapacitive eﬀects. Optimization of particle shape, in addition
to composition and/or 3-dimensional architecture, can
eﬃciently help to increase the surface area, thus providing
more surface reaction sites. Sun et al. reported a facile and
scalable strategy to fabricate hierarchical architectures, where
TiO2 nanotube clusters were coated with a composite of ultrafine MoO2 nanoparticles embedded in a carbon matrix
(TiO2@MoO2-C).64 When applied to Na-ion storage, the unique
structural design led to high pseudocapacitance contribution
with excellent cycling stability up to 10 000 cycles even at a
current density of 7 mA cm−2 and superior rate capacities of
110 and 76 mA h g−1 at current densities of 7 and 14 mA cm−2,
respectively. An interesting study by Dunn et al. revealed that
the surface redox pseudocapacitance greatly benefits from a
mesoporous morphology and a specific crystal orientation. Ion
intercalation pseudocapacitance was enhanced due to an ideal
arrangement of the fast Li ion diﬀusion channels in the isooriented crystalline domains.56 Another class of porous
materials are hollow nanostructures, which also showed
enhanced redox pseudocapacitance. Lou et al. developed a
template-directed strategy to synthesize NiS box-in-box hollow
structures with double-shells.65 The hollow NiS built up by
ultrathin nanosheets turned out to exhibit significantly
improved specific capacitance compared to dense NiS. Other
typical examples falling into this materials category include
complex CoS hollow structures,66 NiCo2S4 ball-in-ball hollow
spheres,67 and NixCo3−xS4 hollow nanoprisms,68 which all
demonstrated enhanced pseudocapacitive properties compared with their counterparts with dense structures.
Xia and co-authors used surface engineering to successfully
achieve ultrahigh rate capability via tunable surface redox
pseudocapacitance.69 In their study, through modifying the
surface of Fe2O3, they developed oxygen-deficient Fe2O3
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Fig. 7 Example of a surface redox pseudocapacitive material: oxygen-deﬁcient Fe2O3 quantum dots anchored on graphene nanosheets (V-F@G).
(a) Schematic of the fabrication procedure of V-F@G and the adsorption of SO32− on the V-F@G surface. (b) CV curves of the V-F@G electrode
measured in 1 M Na2SO3 electrolyte at high scan rates from 0.2 to 3.2 V s−1. (c) Surface-controlled capacity as a function of scan rate. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 69. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.

quantum dots anchored on graphene nanosheets (V-F@G)
(Fig. 7a). When using a redox active electrolyte such as Na2SO3,
the surface oxygen vacancies enabled greatly enhanced chemical adsorption of SO32−. At the same time, the negatively
charged surface of Fe2O3 with adsorbed SO32− attracts Na+
ions, facilitating both the formation of double-layer capacitance and surface redox reactions. The synergistic combination
of redox reactions involving both the cation (Na+) and the
anion (SO32−) on the Fe2O3 surface enabled rapid charge transport, i.e., high pseudocapacitance (Fig. 7b and c). Similarly,
Yang et al. prepared oxygen-deficient Li3VO4−δ with an amorphous surface and also demonstrated the important role of
surface engineering in enabling the fast surface reactions.70
4.2

Intercalation pseudocapacitive materials

Compared with surface redox pseudocapacitance, which generally needs to be enabled by complicated procedures of nanoscaling or nanostructuring, intercalation pseudocapacitance
usually exists in bulk materials, if the ion pathways in the crystalline network are spacious enough to provide fast diﬀusion.
As mentioned above, orthorhombic Nb2O5 (T-Nb2O5) with an
open, layered structure is a typical intercalation pseudocapacitive material. Ganesh et al. carefully studied the origin
of high-rate intercalation pseudocapacitance in this material.71
Based on complementary theoretical methods, the authors
concluded that the intercalation pseudocapacitive behavior in
Nb2O5 was due to the following reasons: (i) the presence of
interconnected sheets with multiple adsorption sites of comparable energies; (ii) local charge-transfer at all adsorption
sites; (iii) open channels that reduce the diﬀusion barrier for
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lithium to hop between these sites; (iv) the lack of 1st order
phase transition upon intercalation/deintercalation. In
addition to mechanistic studies, eﬀorts were also made to
further improve the electrochemical performance of T-Nb2O5.
For example, Long et al. reported a simple synthesis method
for free-standing orthorhombic Nb2O5 (T-Nb2O5)@graphene
composite papers (Fig. 8a), which showed a superior pseudocapacitor performance (Fig. 8b–d).72 Using the composite paper,
an organic electrolyte-based asymmetric supercapacitor was
assembled, delivering a high energy density of 47 W h kg−1
and a power density of 18 kW kg−1. Yin and co-authors prepared three-dimensionally ordered macroporous T-Nb2O5 with
mesoporous hierarchical structure, which turned out to oﬀer
highly eﬃcient pseudocapacitive Li+ intercalation behavior.73
In another study, an in-plane assembled orthorhombic Nb2O5
nanorod film was prepared by Liu et al., which also showed
high-rate Li+ intercalation.74
Since the discovery of the intercalation pseudocapacitance
in T-Nb2O5, a lot of eﬀorts were devoted to exploring new
materials with similar electrochemical behavior. In addition to
T-Nb2O5, also spinel LiFeTiO4,52 MoO3−x with oxygen
vacancies,75 and layered materials such as VOPO4 nanosheets76
and Ti2CTx MXene76 were proved to demonstrate intercalation
pseudocapacitive behaviors. In the case of α-MoO3−x, Dunn
et al. found that the reduced α-MoO3−x showed much higher
rate capability and cycling stability than fully oxidized α-MoO3.
The authors proposed three reasons for the enhancement in
the electrochemical performance, which all positively aﬀected
the intercalation pseudocapacity. X-ray powder diﬀraction
(XRD) and density functional theory (DFT) results revealed an
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Fig. 8 T-Nb2O5/graphene composite papers as an example of an intercalation pseudocapacitive materials. (a) Schematic of the fabrication process
of the T-Nb2O5/graphene composite papers. (b) CV curves of the T-Nb2O5/graphene composite papers. (c) Total current (solid line) and capacitive
current (shade regions) at 5 mV s−1 and (d) capacitive contribution at various scan rates for the T-Nb2O5/graphene composite papers. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 72. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

expanded b-lattice cell parameter for the reduced α-MoO3−x
relative to the oxidized α-MoO3, which led to a larger interlayer
spacing that promoted faster charge storage kinetics. Ex situ
XRD measurements pointed to an irreversible electrochemically induced phase transition in the oxidized α-MoO3 during
Li+ insertion/extraction. In contrast, α-MoO3−x did not undergo
a phase transformation following lithiation to 1.5 V, indicating
better structural reversibility. Ex situ XPS measurements provided the information that α-MoO3−x experienced increased
conversion of Mo6+ to Mo4+ compared with MoO3, which
resulted in a capacity diﬀerence.
MXenes, discovered by Gogotsi, Barsoum and colleagues,
have been developed as a novel family of 2D materials.77–80
Due to the large interlayer space, MXenes with intercalation
pseudocapacitance are treated as promising candidates for
high-power energy storage materials. Based on the pseudocapacitive behavior, Yamada et al. successfully applied MXenes
in a high-power NIC. The prototype full cell consisting of a
Na2Fe2(SO4)3 positive electrode and a MXene Ti2CTx negative
electrode provided reversible capacities of 90 and 40 mA h g−1
at 1 and 5 mA cm−2, respectively (based on the weight of
Ti2CTx).81 Regarding the underlying mechanism of the Na-ion
intercalation pseudocapacitance, Yamada and colleagues
found that the trapped Na+ after the first sodiation process
behaves as a pillar and the penetrated solvent molecules
swelled the interlayer space, both of which contributed to keep
the interlayer distance constant during the sodiation/desodiation processes.82 Therefore, no substantial change in the interlayer distance was observed during electrochemical reactions,
resulting in high cycling stability in addition to fast Na+
diﬀusion in the expanded interlayer space. Zhou et al.83 proved
that a surface termination with –F and –OH in MXene blocked
electrolyte ion transport and decreased energy storage capacity.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Accordingly, Lin, Sun and co-authors demonstrated that after
K+ intercalation and removal of terminal groups (OH−/F−), the
intercalation pseudocapacitance was three times higher than
that of the pristine MXene, which was reflected in a significant
enhancement of about 211% of the gravimetric capacitance.53
In addition to carbide MXenes, also nitride MXenes, e.g.,
Ti2NTx MXene,84 have been proved to show pseudocapacitive
charge storage mechanisms.
Recently, various layered metal vanadates, e.g.,
Ca0.24V2O5·0.83H2O,85 Mg0.34V2O5·0.84H2O,86 Zn3V2O7(OH)2·
2H2O,87 or NaV3O8·1.5H2O88 were investigated as intercalation
pseudocapacitive materials for high-power energy storage due
to their crystal structure characterized by an open framework.
In the case of Ca0.24V2O5·0.83H2O, Alshareef and co-authors
proved that the high diﬀusion coeﬃcient as a result of the
large size of the cavity and the high electronic conductivity
positively influenced the intercalation pseudocapacitive behavior of the material, resulting in a high rate capability and
cycling stability.
Regarding practical applications of pseudocapacitive
materials, the mass loading is a critical parameter. How to
achieve high rate capability in thick electrodes has become an
important question. Tolbert et al. reported a pseudocapacitive
behavior in mesoporous MoS2 thin films, which was related to
the ordered porosity and the iso-oriented crystal structure.55
To further explore the application of such pseudocapacitive
materials in thick film electrodes, the authors used precycling
steps to convert the 2H phase of MoS2 into the more conductive 1T phase, which was then processed into a carbon fiberbased highly conductive porous electrode. Synergistic combination of crystal structure engineering with a conductive
carbon-based mesh electrode structure successfully preserved
the good rate performance in the thicker electrodes.89
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5. Recent advancements in nonaqueous LICs/NICs
Despite the attractive merits of non-aqueous hybrid capacitors
mentioned above, the relatively low charge storage capability
of the capacitive cathode and the kinetics mismatch between
the anode and the cathode remain the main challenges.
5.1.

Cathode

Activated carbon (AC) is commonly selected as the cathode
material in non-aqueous hybrid capacitor research due to its
ultrahigh surface area and high electronic conductivity.60,90–93
However, the energy storage ability of an AC cathode can currently only achieve a capacity of ∼50 mA h g−1, which is insuﬃcient compared with anode materials. In non-aqueous hybrid
capacitors utilizing AC as the cathode, this problem is
addressed by chosing the mass loading of the cathode two to
four times higher than that of the anode. Therefore, to
increase capacity and capacitance, the development of cathode
materials with higher charge storage capacity represents a
major task.
Carbon sheets with 3D architectures showed great promise
for high-performance capacitive cathodes for non-aqueous

Nanoscale

hybrid capacitors. Chen et al. reported a graphene-based threedimensional porous carbon material (3DGraphene) with high
surface area (≈3355 m2 g−1) as positive electrode material in a
non-aqueous hybrid capacitor.94 Due to the extremely large
amount of adsorption sites as well as the high electronic conductivity of this 3DGraphene, the material delivered a high
specific capacitance ranging from 148 to 187 F g−1 at current
densities of 0.096 to 9.55 mA cm−2. Metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs) can also be utilized as a platform for the synthesis of
porous carbon materials. Yan and Zhang et al. reported the
synthesis of capacitor-like porous carbon polyhedra and a
battery-like MoS2-ZIF composite using the same precursor of
MOF ( polyhedral ZIF-8).95 Due to the porous structure of the
parent ZIF-8, the obtained porous carbon polyhedra showed a
continuous 3D porous network with a high surface area and a
well-controlled pore size, resulting in the typical capacitive behavior with a large specific capacitance. Despite the merits that
such 3D frameworks of carbon possess, a simple synthesis
methodology is important to bridge the gap between laboratory
and industry. Yan et al. presented a promising approach for the
large-scale preparation of highly porous carbon material
through direct calcination of sodium citrate.96 This method
works without the use of any additional carbon source, template, or catalyst. Through first-principle calculations, the

Fig. 9 Example of an advanced non-aqueous hybrid capacitor: A LIC using B and N dual-doped carbon nanoﬁbers as both the cathode and the
anode. (a) Schematic of the fabrication process of BNC. (b) Schematic of the charge-storage mechanisms of BNC//BNC LIC. Reproduced with permission from ref. 100. Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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authors verified that the large interlayer spacing and the curved
particle shape facilitated the high rate ion storage.
N-Doping is an eﬃcient way to enhance the charge storage
capability of carbon materials, because the nitrogen atoms
substituting carbon atoms in the graphite matrix are electron
donors and promote n-type conductivity.97,98 Cai and Zhang
et al. successfully prepared nitrogen-doped activated carbon
through a one-step process.99 The obtained N-doped AC exhibited high surface areas of up to 2900 m2 g−1, resulting in a high
specific capacity of 129 mA h g−1 at 1.6 mA cm−2. The authors
found that the electrochemical performances of the N-doped
AC materials were dependent on the N content. AC with
2.97 wt% N (NAC 400) showed better performance than the
one with 3.98 wt% N (NAC 600). The authors attributed this
observation to the larger concentration of oxidized pyridinic N
found in NAC-600 and the relatively lower surface area of
NAC-600. The work by Xia, Yu and co-authors demonstrated
that the dual doping of B and N in carbon nanofibers exhibited
greatly improved electrochemical performance when applied as
cathode for LICs (Fig. 9).100 They proved that the B, N dual
doping significantly enhanced the surface area, enlarged the
carbon interlayer distance, increased the number of the active
sites, and improved the electrode kinetics of the carbon nanofibers. The B,N dual doped carbon nanofibers could not only be
used as the cathode, but also exhibited high performance as the
anode. A symmetric LIC employing the carbon nanofibers as
both binder-free cathode and anode achieved a high energy
density of 104 W h kg−1 at 22 500 W kg−1.
Highly porous carbon materials derived from natural
resources are regarded as an eco-friendly way to prepare highperformance cathodes for non-aqueous hybrid capacitors. For
instance, Lee and co-workers successfully prepared high-
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surface-area activated carbon derived from cinnamon sticks.
The bio-inspired AC provided a high cycling stability and an
average discharge capacity of 60 mA h g−1 at a current rate of
400 mA g−1.101 Mitlin et al. reported a porous carbon material
with sheet-like morphology derived from peanut shells. Based
on a tailored synthesis strategy combining a hydrothermal and
a chemical activation process, a carbon material with macroscopically open sheet-like morphology was prepared, delivering
an extremely high capacity of 73 mA h g−1 at 10.24 mA cm−2.102
It has to be noticed that carbon materials with EDLC
mechanisms usually have high surface areas, which inevitably
result in relatively low volumetric energy densities. In response
to this issue, eﬀorts have been made to find intercalation
pseudocapacitive cathode materials. For instance, nanoporous
LiMn2O4 with pseudocapacitive characteristics has been
proved to show great promise as a fast-charging cathode
material.103
5.2.

Anode

The main challenge on the anode side for the fabrication of
high-performance non-aqueous hybrid capacitors is to find a
material that is able to match the fast kinetics of the cathode.
A lot of pseudocapacitive materials have been investigated as
the anode in both LICs and NICs. In a recent study, we
reported a general method for the synthesis of structurally disordered nanoparticles@reduced graphene oxide (rGO) composite aerogels, which were directly used as high-power pseudocapacitive anodes for LICs.104 To clarify the eﬀect of the degree
of disorder, control samples of crystalline nanoparticles with
similar particle size were prepared. A schematic of the preparation route to crystalline and structurally disordered composite aerogels is shown in Fig. 10. Cyclic voltammetry analysis

Fig. 10 Schematic of the preparation of crystalline and structurally disordered composite aerogels. Reproduced with permission from ref. 104.
Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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Fig. 11 (a) Voltammetric response of G-ZVO with separation between total current and pseudocapacitive current at a scan rate of 1 mV s−1. (b)
Schematic of the G-ZVO||OM-HSTC hybrid device. (c) Long-term cycling stability performance of the G@ZVO||OM-HSTC hybrid device at 1.5 mA
cm−2. Reproduced with permission from ref. 106. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.

and density functional theory calculations indicated that the
structurally disordered samples exhibited a smaller volume
expansion during Li+ insertion and larger pseudocapacitive
eﬀects than the crystalline reference samples. As a result,
structurally disordered samples showed much better Li-ion
storage performances. Combined with commercial activated

Table 2

Type of
device
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
LIC
NIC
NIC
NIC
NIC
NIC
NIC
NIC

carbon as the cathode, the structurally disordered
CoxFeyOz@rGO delivered higher energy densities than crystalline CoFe2O4@rGO when tested at the same power densities.
These results indicate that nanomaterials with a low crystallinity and a large number of defects might be interesting for
high-power anodes for LICs.

Summary of the performance of recently published LIC and NIC devices

Anode//cathode [reference]
3D inverse opal-structured FeS-QDs@N-doped carbon//AC107
Co3ZnC@N-doped carbon//microporous carbon108
P-WO3−x@N-doped carbon//AC109
Li3VO4@N-doped carbon//AC110
MoS2@RGO//AC111
B and N dual-doped carbon nanofibers (BNC)//BNC100
Si@C//nitrogen-doped AC99
Si/C//egg white-derived AC112
TiC//porous nitrogen-doped carbon113
3D VN-RGO//porous carbon nanorods114
MnO@graphene//porous N-doped carbon63
Anatase TiO2@rGO//AC115
MoSe2@graphene//AC116
Gr-Nb2O5//AC117
3D framework carbon (3DF)//3DFC-derived nanoporous
carbon96
TiO2@C//MOFs-derived 3D nanoporous carbon118
TiO2@CNT@C//biomass-derived carbon119
NaTi2(PO4)3@graphene//2D graphene nanosheets120
Peanut shell nanosheet carbon//low surface area peanut
shell ordered carbon102
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Potential
range
(V)

Energy
density
(W h kg−1)

Power
density
(W kg−1)

Cycling life/
capacity retention

Publication
year

0.5–3.4
1.0–4.5
0.01–4.3
1.0–4.0
0–4.0
0.02–4.5
2.0–4.5
2.0–4.5
0–4.5
0–4.0
1.0–4.0
1.0–3.0
0.5–3.0
1.0–4.3
0–4.0

72.2
15.2
113.84
24.4
45.3
104
141
147
23.4
64
83.25
42
43
80.1
67

9280
10 300
11 946
11 020
40 000
22 500
30 127
29 893
67 500
10 000
25 000
8000
6688
5330
20 000

5000 cycles/91%
1000 cycles/80%
6000 cycles/90.7%
1500/—
10 000 cycles/∼80%
5000 cycles/81%
8000 cycles/76.3%
15 000 cycles/79.2%
5000 cycles/∼82%
1000 cycles/83%
3000 cycles/76%
10 000 cycles/80%
5000 cycles/81%
—
1000 cycles/95.3%

2019
2018
2018
2017
2017
2017
2016
2016
2016
2015
2015
2013
2018
2018
2018

1.0–4.0
1.0–4.0
0–3.0
1.5–3.5

61.8
37.9
80
50

25 000
12 400
8000
16 500

10 000 cycles/90%
5000 cycles/85.3%
75 000 cycles/90%
10 000 cycles/72%

2018
2017
2017
2015
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For the applications in NICs, Kim et al. introduced
SnS2@graphene-CNT aerogels with pseudocapacitive behavior,
which turned out to result in an energy density of 26.9 W h
kg−1 at power densities of 6053 W kg−1, respectively.105 We
also reported a reduced graphene oxide-Zn0.25V2O5·nH2O nanobelt composite (G-ZVO) as a pseudocapacitive anode for
NICs.106 Due to the large interplanar spacings in the crystal
structure of Zn0.25V2O5·nH2O and the high electronic conductivity of the composite, the active material was characterized
by high pseudocapacitive contributions of up to 85% at
1 mV−1 (Fig. 11a) and high rate capability. Pairing it with a
hard salt-templated, ordered mesoporous carbon as a highperformance capacitive cathode (OM-HSTC) resulted in a Naion hybrid capacitor (Fig. 11b), which delivered a good cycling
performance (31.7 W h kg−1 (i.e., 87%) retained after 2000
cycles at 1.5 mA cm−2, Fig. 11c). The study supports the idea
that layer-structured materials with large interlayer spacings
might be suitable for NICs involving intercalation mechanisms. To get a general idea of the achievements in the field of
non-aqueous hybrid capacitors, some recently published
results on LICs and NICs are summarized in Table 2.

6. Conclusions and outlook
The goal of this minireview was, on the one hand, to introduce
the fundamentals of pseudocapacitance and non-aqueous
hybrid capacitors for the non-expert readers and, on the other
hand, to provide a general overview of the recent developments
in pseudocapacitive materials and Li-ion/Na-ion hybrid capacitors for the broad scientific community interested in novel
energy storage devices. Pseudocapacitive materials and nonaqueous hybrid capacitors have shown that they hold great
potential to contribute towards fast-charging technologies.
However, we are far away from exploiting their full potential.
For future advancements, several critical issues have to be
considered.
Compared to the progress made in high-rate pseudocapacitive anode materials, the exploration of pseudocapacitive
cathode materials with comparable performance is clearly
lagging behind. However, from the perspective of the full-cell
level, this problem has to be solved. The concept of nonaqueous hybrid capacitors was put forward to push the limit
of energy density of electrical double layer capacitors. On the
cathode side, the electrostatic double layer charge storage
capability of activated carbon materials is dependent on the
surface area. Unfortunately, high surface area inevitably results
in low volumetric energy densities. To tackle this aspect, the
development of advanced intercalation pseudocapacitive
cathode materials might be a promising strategy.
In addition, most studies on pseudocapacitive materials are
based on very thin electrodes and extremely small particle
sizes. Despite that these studies provide instructive understanding of the basic science, they are practically not relevant.121 The issue here is that increased electrode thickness
will result in serious polarization, hence aﬀecting the ion
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storage kinetics. Furthermore, with very small particle sizes,
unexpectedly poor eﬃciency and high self-discharge rate will
arise. Crystal structure engineering and creation of interconnected porous architectures with continuous electronic and
ionic conductive pathways might be possible solutions for
these problems.
To bring pseudocapacitive materials closer to the application, we hereby suggest a few guidelines for electrode preparation: The electrodes should be with areal loadings of at least
2–4 mg cm−2; maximum porosity of 35% is acceptable; the
content of inactive components like conductive carbon black
and binder should not exceed 8%. Future studies taking these
considerations into account will be especially beneficial for
the practical application of pseudocapacitive materials.
The research area of pseudocapacitive materials and nonaqueous hybrid capacitors is quickly moving forward and it is
not always straightforward to establish clear and universal definitions. To help to identify pseudocapacitive materials and to
provide suggestions for the study of non-aqueous hybrid
capacitors, we propose three key points: (i) The electrode
preparation should be based on the considerations mentioned
before; (ii) to be qualified as pseudocapacitive, a material
should have a capacitive contribution of more than 70% at
1 mV s−1 based on CV analysis, intense and separated oxidative
and reductive peaks should not be observed in CV curves, dQ/
dV derived from charging–discharging-curves should be
approaching a constant value and phase transformation
measurements should be carried out and materials with phase
transitions within the operating voltage window should not be
called intercalation pseudocapacitive materials; and (iii) performances of non-aqueous hybrid capacitors should be tested
at power densities >5000 W kg−1.
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